45TH ANNUAL MEETING
The 45th Annual Meeting of the Canadian College of Neuropsychopharmacology will be held at the Faculty Club, University of Toronto, Ontario from September 21 to 23, 2023. Please find attached the preliminary program. Register via the CCNP website.

Keynote Speaker: Dr. David Nutt
Imperial College London
Psychedelic psychiatry – past, present and future

SAVE THE DATE!

CCNP 2023 NEXT GENERATION
Congratulations to the following individuals who were chosen from the many abstracts submitted to give an oral presentation at the CCNP 2023 Annual Meeting!

Fatema El-Sayegh (Carleton University)
Inactivation of Cnot3 elicits sex-specific alterations in behaviours relevant for autism spectrum disorders

Mariel Lepra (University of Toronto)
Translocator protein distribution volume, a positron emission tomography marker of gliosis in anorexia nervosa

Jonathan Lieberman (McMaster University)
A tale of two targets: differential effects of posterior cingulate cortex- and amygdala-targeted neurofeedback on posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)-related neural activation

Blake Noyes (Queen’s University)
Eye movement measures may identify potential biomarkers for adolescent depression

Alysha Sultan (University of Toronto)
Correlates of cannabis use disorder and cannabis use among adolescents with bipolar disorder and major depressive disorder in the National Comorbiditiy Survey-Adolescent Supplement (NCS-A)

Jana Totzek (McGill University)
Longitudinal inference of hippocampal volume and morphometric hippocampal-cortical connectivity in psychotic disorders
CCNP 2023 WG DEWHURST TRAVEL AWARDS

Congratulations to the following individuals who received a WG Dewhurst Travel Award to attend the CCNP 2023 Annual Meeting in Toronto, Ontario!

Sara Asgharzadeh (University of Ottawa)
The Role of Serotonin Axonal Plasticity in Fluoxetine-induced Recovery in a Pre-Clinical Model of Post-Stroke Depression

Candace J. Burke (McGill University)
Social Behaviour and Ultrasonic Vocalizations: Creating a New Model of Nicotine Withdrawal

Steven J. Lamontagne (National Institutes of Health)
Electrophysiological correlates of suicide risk: A role for ketamine in suicide prevention?

Robin Perry (Dalhousie University)
Preliminary evidence of CBD expectancy effects on amygdala functional connectivity with the anterior cingulate cortex

Jana F. Totzek (McGill University)
Longitudinal Inference of Hippocampal Volume and Morphometric Hippocampal-Cortical Connectivity in Psychotic Disorders

F. Vahid-Ansari (University of Ottawa)
Antidepressant Actions of Optogenetic Stimulation of Serotonin Projections to the Medial Prefrontal Cortex in Chronically Stressed Mice

CCNP MEMBERSHIP

We encourage each member of the CCNP to invite at least one other person in the field of neuropsychopharmacology to join our ranks. Enclosed is a recruitment letter that can be used to encourage new members to join the CCNP. Please fill in your name as the sponsor and invite a colleague that you feel will be a valuable addition to the CCNP to submit an application for membership. This is very important since the larger the membership of the CCNP, the more representative of the field of neuropsychopharmacology research it will be. Please, therefore, consider asking all of your colleagues who are interested in research to consider joining. Those wishing to apply for CCNP membership can do so on-line at the CCNP website (http://www.ccnp.ca).

Membership dues are $150 per year for Fellows, and $25 per year for both Junior Members and Retired Fellows. Access to the Journal of Psychiatry and Neuroscience, the CCNP’s official journal, is offered to the CCNP membership free-of-charge.
CCNP 2023 NEW MEMBERS

FELLOWS:
BALODIS, Iris, PhD  
Associate Professor  
Dept. of Psychiatry & Behavioural Neurosciences,  
McMaster University, 100 West 5th Street  
D113, Peter Boris Centre for Addictions Research  
Hamilton, ON L8N 3K7  
Email: balodisi@mcmaster.ca  
Sponsor: Dr. B. Frey

BHAT, Venkat, MD, MSc, FRCPC, DABPN  
Director – Interventional Psychiatry, St. Michael’s  
Lead, AI & Analytics, Institute for Biomedical Engineering, Science & Technology  
Dept. of Psychiatry, University of Toronto  
193 Yonge St., Suite 6-013  
Toronto, ON M5T 2S8  
Tel.: (416) 864-6060 Ext. 76404  
Email: Venkat.bhat@utoronto.ca  
Sponsor: Dr. S. Kennedy

CHENG, Ning, PhD  
Assistant Professor  
University of Calgary, 3330 Hospital Drive  
HRIC 1B41 (Cheng Lab)  
Calgary, AB T2N 4NL  
Tel.: (403) 210-6080  
Email: ncheng@ucalgary.ca  
Sponsor: Dr. S. Borgland

CORBIT, Laura, PhD  
Associate Professor  
Dept. of Psychology, University of Toronto  
100 St. George St., Sidney Smith Hall  
Toronto, ON M5S 3G3  
Tel.: (416) 978-7817  
Email: laura.corbit@utoronto.ca  
Sponsor: Dr. S. Borgland

FUNK, Douglas, PhD  
Scientist  
Centre for Addiction & Mental Health  
33 Ursula Franklin St.  
Toronto, ON M5S 2S1  
Tel.: (416) 671-1825  
Email: douglas.funk@camh.ca  
Sponsor: Dr. R. Tyndale

MCWHINNEY, Sean, PhD  
Postdoctoral Fellow  
5909 Veterans’ Memorial Lane  
Halifax, NS B4E 0N1  
Email: sean.mcw@dal.ca  
Sponsor: Dr. T. Hajek

MIKSYS, Sharon, PhD  
Scientist  
Department of Pharmacology & Toxicology  
CAMH  
1 King’s College Circle  
Toronto, ON M5S 1A8  
Tel.: (416) 978-5155  
Email: s.miksys@utoronto.ca  
Sponsor: Dr. R. Tyndale

ROSENBLAT, Joshua, MD, MSc, FRCPC  
Assistant Professor  
Department of Psychiatry  
University of Toronto  
339 St. Johns Rd.  
Toronto, ON M6S 2K5  
Tel.: (416) 473-5775  
Email: Joshua.rosenblat@uhn.ca or josh@crtce.com  
Sponsor: Dr. D. Mueller
JUNIOR MEMBERS:

AGHABOZORG AFJEH, Sarah, Sadat, PhD
Postdoctoral Fellow
Tel.: (437) 421-1521
Email: sarah.sadat-afjeh@camh.ca
Sponsor: Dr. D. Mueller

AL HADDAD, Rami, MSc.
PhD Candidate
240 Finsbury Ave.
Ottawa, ON
Email: ralha050@uottawa.ca
Sponsor: Dr. P. Blier

ALI, Mohammad, BSc. (Honours)
PhD Candidate
Department of Neuroscience
McMaster University
1280 Main St. W.
Hamilton, ON
Email: alim127@mcmaster.ca
Sponsor: Dr. B. Frey

ASGHARZADEH, Sara, BSc, MSc
PhD Candidate
Department of Medicine
University of Ottawa
45 Smyth Road
Ottawa, ON
K1H 8M5
Tel.: (613) 263-2574
Email: sasgh093@uottawa.ca
Sponsor: Dr. P. Albert

BARKOVICH, Luke, BSc.
Master's Student/Research Assistant
Department of Psychiatry & Behavioural Neurosciences
McMaster University
56 Glen Castle Drive
Stoney Creek, ON
L8S 4L8
Tel.: (905) 745-0837
Email: barkovil@mcmaster.ca
Sponsor: Dr. I. Balodis

BRASSARD, Sarah, BA
PhD Candidate
Department of Psychiatry & Behavioural Neuroscience
McMaster University
100 West 5th Street
Hamilton, ON
L8P 3R2
Email: brassars@mcmaster.ca
Sponsor: Dr. I. Balodis

BRINK, Ashleigh
Graduate Student
Department of Cell & Systems Biology
University of Toronto
25 Harbord St.
Toronto, ON
Email: Ashleigh.brink@mail.utoronto.ca
Sponsor: Dr. L. Corbit

BURKE, Candace, PhD
Postdoctoral Fellow
Department of Pharmacology
McGill University
9 Ave. Hillside, Pointe Claire
Montreal, QC H9S 5S7
Tel.: (780) 792-8692
Email: candace.burke@mcgill.ca or cj.burke@uleth.ca
Sponsor: Dr. P. Clarke

CLARIDGE, Ella, BSc.
Postgraduate Student
University of Guelph
50 Stone Road East
Guelph, ON N1G 2W1
Tel.: (519) 217-4315
Email: eclaridg@uoguelph.ca
Sponsor: Dr. J. Murray

DAROCZI, Erik, MSc.
Student
Department of Neuroscience/Psychiatry
McGill University
6875 Blvd. LaSalle
Montreal, QC H4H 1R3
Tel.: (514) 826-9350
Email: erik.daroczi@mail.mcgill.ca
Sponsor: Dr. B. Giros

DIETZE, Loretta, MSc.
PhD Student
Department of Psychiatry
Dalhousie University
5850 College St., 13-B1
PO Box 15000
Halifax, NS B3H 4R2
Email: kdietze@dal.ca
Sponsor: Dr. T. Hajek

DE POL, Michelle, MSc.
Research Analyst
Brain Health Imaging Centre
Centre for Addiction & Mental Health
250 College Street
Toronto, ON M5T 1R8
Tel.: (416) 535-8501 Ext. 30568
Email: michelle.depold@camh.ca
Sponsor: Dr. J. Meyer

DI VINCENZO, Joshua, MSc.
Researcher
Mood Disorders Psychopharmacology Unit
University Health Network
399 Bathurst St.
Main Pavilion, Floor 9, Room 316C
Toronto, ON M5T 2S8
Tel.: (416) 817-8641
Email: joshua.divincenzo@uhnresearch.ca or joshdivincenzo9@hotmail.com
Sponsor: Dr. R. McIntyre

EBRAHIMI, Mahbod, BSc.
MSc. Candidate
Department of Molecular Brain Science
University of Toronto/CAMH
250 College St.
Toronto, ON M5T 1R8
Tel.: (647) 3855-5488
Email: mahbod.ebrahimi@camh.ca
Sponsor: Dr. D. Mueller

EL-SAYEGH, Fatema, MSc.
Master's Student
Department of Neuroscience
Carleton University
1650 Avenue Lincoln, Apt. 1802
Montreal, QC H3H 1H1
Tel.: (514) 746-9319
Email: fatemaelsayegh@gmail.com or fatimasayegh12345@gmail.com
Sponsor: Dr. A. Aguilar Valles

EL SOUFI EL SABBAGH, Dana, BSc.
PhD Student
Department of Pharmacology
University of Toronto
46 Knollview Crescent
Toronto, ON M2K 2E2
Tel.: (647) 231-7858
Email: dana.elsoufisabbagh@mail.utoronto.ca
Sponsor: Dr. A. Andreazza

ERDEN, Leyla, BSc.
Master's Student
Department of Pharmacology & Therapeutics, McGill University
1565 Rue Rachel Est., 308
Montreal, QC H2J 2K5
Tel.: (514) 677-1606
Email: Leyla.erdem@mail.mcgill.ca
Sponsor: Dr. P. Clarke

FOROUHANDEPOUR, Reihaneh, MSc.
PhD Student
Department of Cellular & Molecular Medicine, University of Ottawa
1145 Carling Ave.
Ottawa, ON K1Z 7K4
Tel.: (873) 200-9909
Email: rforo019@uottawa.ca
Sponsor: Dr. R. McIntyre

GARCIA DE LEON, Romina, PhD
Trainee
Institute of Medical Sciences
University of Toronto
736 Spadina Ave.
Toronto, ON M5S 2J6
Tel.: (613) 884-0737
Email: Romina.gl@me.com or Romina.garcia@uhnresearch.ca
Sponsor: Dr. C. Flores
PARKHILL, Michael, MSc. PhD Student
1125 Colonel By Drive
Health Sciences Building
Ottawa, ON    K1S 5B6
Tel.: (506) 647-8712
Email: mikeparkhill@cmail.carleton.ca
Sponsor: Dr. A. Aguilar Valles

PERRY, Robin, BA(Hons) PhD Student
2059 North Park St., Apt. 2
Halifax, NS    B3K 4B2
Email: robin.perry@dal.ca
Sponsor: Dr. S. Barrett

PURI, Tanvi PhD Candidate
206-2181 W 10th Ave.
Vancouver, BC    V6K 2H7
Tel.: (236) 818-4000
Email: Tanvi.puri@psych.ubc.ca
Sponsor: Dr. C. Flores

RAHBARNA, Arya, MA PhD Student
Department of Psychology
University of Toronto
250 College Street
Toronto, ON
Email: s.aryar.s@gmail.com
Sponsor: Dr. M. Agarwal

RAMLJAK, Maja, BSc. PhD Student
Department of Neuroscience
Carleton University
1125 Colonel By Drive
Ottawa, ON    K1S 5B6
Email: majaramljak@cmail.carleton.ca

RASHVAND, Mina, PhD Research Trainee
Department of Pharmacology & Toxicology
University of Toronto
117 Major St.
Toronto, ON    M5S 2K9
Tel.: (647) 297-8469
Email: mina.rashvand@utoronto.ca
or mina.rashvand@yahoo.com
Sponsor: Dr. R. Tyndale

RENA, Briana, MSc. PhD Candidate
Department of Psychology
University of Guelph
50 Stone Road East
Level 3, University Centre
Guelph, ON    N1G 2W1
Email: rendab@uoguelph.ca
Sponsor: Dr. F. Leri

RICHARD, Jennifer, PhD Postdoctoral Fellow
Centre for Addiction & Mental Health (CAMH)
University of Guelph
250 College St.
Toronto, ON
Tel.: (672) 514-5304
Email: Jennifer.richard89@hotmail.com or Jennifer.richard@camh.ca
Sponsor: Dr. C. Flores

RODRIGUE, Brandon PhD Student
Department of Neuroscience
Carleton University
1125 Colonel By Drive, HSB 5201
Ottawa, ON    K1S 5B6
Email: brandonrodrigue@cmail.carleton.ca

SARWARY, Meihan, MSc. PhD Student
Clinical Study Coordinator, University Hospital of Zurich
Department of Clinical Pharmacology, Institute of Pharmaceutical & Medicinal Chemistry
University of Muenster, Germany
Arosastrasse 6
Zurich, Switzerland 8008
Tel.: +41768015769
Email: meihansarwary@googlemail.com
Sponsor: Dr. J. Rosenblat

SINGH, Raghunath, PhD Postdoctoral Fellow
Schizophrenia Division
Rm. 320, Centre for Addiction & Mental Health
250 College St.
Toronto, ON    M5T 1R8
Tel.: (416) 817-7623
Email: raghunathsingh@camh.ca or raghunath23khatri@gmail.com
Sponsor: Dr. M. Agarwal

SODHI, Rupinder Kaur, M.Pharmacy PhD Student
University of Pharmaceutical Sciences
Panjab University
Chandigarh, India 160014
Email: rupinderkaurسودhi@yahoo.com
Sponsor: Dr. M. Agarwal

TABASSUM, Aniqa, HBSc. Research Coordinator
399 Bathurst St., Rm. 9-324-C
Toronto, ON    M5T 2S8
Tel.: (416) 554-0995
Email: aniqatabassum@uhn.ca or aniqatabassum@mail.utoronto.ca
Sponsor: Dr. R. McIntyre

TOMASI, Julia, BSc. PhD Candidate
250 College St.
Toronto, ON    M5T 1R8
Tel.: (647) 238-5536
Email: Julia.tomasi@mail.utoronto.ca
Sponsor: Dr. D. Mueller

YEP, Rachel, PhD Postdoctoral Fellow
Centre for Neuroscience Studies
Queen’s University
Botterell Hall, 18 Stuart Street
Kingston, ON
Email: 12rv@queensu.ca
Sponsor: Dr. A. Marin

ZACHOS, Kassandra, BSc. Graduate Student
Department of Pharmacology & Toxicology
University of Toronto
1 King’s College Circle
Toronto, ON    M5S 1A8
Email: Kassandra.zachos@mail.utoronto.ca
Sponsor: Dr. A. Andreazza

CCNP Newsletter compiled by:
Ms. Rachelle Anderson
CCNP Secretariat
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Email: Rachelleanderson16@gmail.com or rmena1@shaw.ca